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Materials for one bracelet (5,5 inch without closure)

                      Delicas (d) colour: DB115 about 5 gramm
 
                      Swarovskis (S) colour: Vintage Rose 4 mm 27 (+ 4 for the closure beads)

The first row:
                        1. Take 4 d to the                2. Take 4 d on                               3. 3 d on each 
                            middle of the                       one needle,                                    needle, take
                            thread. Take                        cross with                                      one more
                            2 d on each                          the other                                        on one needle,
                            needle and go                                                                            go through 
                            again through                                                                            with the other
                            the first of the                                                                            in the same
                            two d                                                                                         direction
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4. Take 7 d on each needle and go again            5. Take 3 d on each needle, take one d,
    through the fourth                                               cross with the other needle. Take 1 d on
                                                                                on each needle, take one more and cross

                                                                                                  6. Take 7 d on each needle, go
                                                                                                      again through the fourth

                                                                                                           7. Take 3 d on each needle,
                                                                                                               take one more d, go 
                                                                                                               through with the other    
                                                                                                               needle in the same 
                                                                                                               direction

                                                                                                                     8.Take 3 d on each
                                                                                                                         needle, 4 more on
                                                                                                                         one of them and
                                                                                                                          cross with the
                                                                                                                           other needle

                                                                                                                             9. 2 d on each 
                                                                                                                                 needle, go
                                                                                                                                 again through 
                                                                                                                                 the first
  

Repeat from step 2 until you reach the length you want. See page 4 for possible endings.
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The second row:

10. 4 d on the middle of the thread, 2 d on the lower needle and going again through the first.
      1 d on the upper needle, go through the existing d of the former row and again through the
       new one.

11. Follow the thread path of the first row, just use the existing cross of four d for the upper
      needle.
 

12. Follow again the thread path and use the existing cross of four d for the upper needle.
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13. Follow the thread path and use the existing d for the upper needle.
 Repeat from step 11
 Make a third row like the second row.

Two possible places to add the closure loop - depending on the length of your bracelet.
I used 19 d for each loop.

                                                                  Make two closure beads: 
                                                                  Make a peyote piece 8 beads wide and 12 rows high,
                                                                  zip it up and fasten Swarovskis to the ends. Repeat 
                                                                  for the second one.
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The easy thread path to add the Swarovskis ...

The stars are showing the beginning of each thread.
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or the complicated thread path, that is strengthening the netting:

The stars are showing the beginning of each thread.
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                                                                             The addition of the closure beads
                                                                             
                                                                             If you feel like it you can follow the thread 
                                                                             path more than once to strengthen the 
                                                                             fastenings.

Copyright: Alexis http://alexis.ohost.de 
You may use these directions to create your own jewelry, which may be sold for pin money or 
given away as a gift - but mass production is not allowed. Please credit me as the designer and 
include my homepage address. Don't use these instructions for a class without asking first. 
Don’t copy these instructions (even parts of it), don’t sell them or put them on another 
homepage.

The diagrams were made with the freeware JSPerles: http://users.skynet.be/chez-patsykiki/
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http://alexis.ohost.de/
http://membres.lycos.fr/jsperles/

